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ABSTRACT

An experiment designed to search for a strangeness -1
dibaryon Is discussed. The experiment will use the
He(K~, it+)nDs reaction and is expected to begin near the end of
the year at the BNL AGS using the existing LESB-I beamline and
hypernuclear spectrometer system. Planned searches for a strange-
ness -2 dibaryon are also discussed. The strangeness -2 dibaryon
searches will however require the construction of a new 1.8 GeV/e
kaon bean line at the AGS.

INTRODUCTION

The success of the quark model in describing the baryon and
meson mass spectra has led to calculations which predict that
certain systems, with the quarks of two baryons, nay be stable
with respect to strong decay or at least have narrow decay
widths. In particular, most bag models predict that although
non-strange dibaryon states will have large decay widths, strange-
ness -1 (S » -1) dibaryons may have narrow decay widths and one S
= -2 dibaryon may be stable with respect to stro-jg decay. There
has not been an experiment to date with the required sensitivity
or the necessary freedom from background processes which can prove
or disprove the existence of dibaryon states. Planned experiments
at the Brookhaven AGS which will attempt to identify S « -1 and S
= -2 dibaryon states will be discussed.

S - -1 DIBARVONS

Theoretical predictions of the absolute masses of dibaryons
have rather large uncertainties. However, the uncertainty in the
difference in mass between dibaryons with a given strangeness is
not so large. Figure 1 shows the result of a calculation by
Mulders, Aerts and deSwart.

Two S - -1 dibaryons are predicted to have rather narrow
decay widths. Both are isospin 1/2, (Q) x (Q) clusters, in a
relative P state. The state designated as Dt at 2150 MeV/c is
formed with the initial baryons in a spin triplet state and the
Ds state at 2110 MeV/c with the initial baryons in a spin
singlet state. The (Q) configuration at 2170 MeV/c is expected
to be unstable with respect to quark tunneling and therefore will
not have a narrow decay width. All other dibaryon states are
predicted to lie above the AN?r threshold and will have very broad
decay widths.
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Fig. 1. Bag model prediction of S - -1 dibaryon states. Only the
states labeled Dt and Ds are predicted to have narrow decay
widths. The vertical scale is mass in GeV/e .

A search for the Dt dibaryon state shown in Fig. 1 Is dis-
cussed by Fiekarz elsewhere in these proceedings and in ref. 2.
Piekarz presented data which suggest that the state exists vlth a
2140 MeV/c mass. If the Dt state does Indeed exist with this
mass then the spin 0 partner Ds state should be seen about 40
MeV/c2 lower in mass. Although the Tl(K~,ii*")nOs reaction could
produce the dibaryon, a spin flip would be required and 0s
signal would be buried in the Ap quasifree missing mass tail. The
(K~,n~) reaction on 3He is a better choice since the spin 0 proton
pair is available to allow the pp(K~tit

+)Ds reaction to occur
without spin flip. The production cross section then should be
comparable to the Dt formation cross sections in the
H(K~,it~)Dt reaction. The use of a He target does, however,
lead to a three-body final state. If the spectator neutron in the
final state is left undetected the missing mass signature for the
1>S formation will have a rather broad width of about 25 MeV/c .

the Ds for-

Unlike the Dt dibaryon, the Ds state has only one channel
in which to decay—the £N channel is energetically forbidden and
only the An channel is open. Also unlike the Dt, s

mation is only through intermediate E~ production whereas the
intermediate states involve both A and £ states. Furthermore,
since the (K~,it+) reaction on He cannot produce A*s In a single
step the Of. signal should appear in a background-free region.

The S » 1 dibaryon collaboration is planning a search for
the Ds dibaryon at the end of 1986. A 25 en long liquid hie
target is now being constructed by the AGS cryogenic group. The
search will be nade with a 870 MeV/c kaon monentum and about a 20



degree reaction angle. The experimental sensitivity is expected
to be about 150 nDs events per 100 hours per fib/sir. The BNL
LESB-I kaon beam line and hypernuclear spectrometer system will be
used for the search. The target design will allow a sclnclllator
hodoscope barrel to be placed around it, as was done for the Dt
search, but the hodoscope should not be essential to the success
of the experiment as was the case for the T)t search. The
hodoscope can be used to suppress the £~pn quasifree background at
the expense of Ds signal.

Detection of the spectator neutron will be necessary If a
width measurement of the Ds state is to h& made. Current K~
beam intensities available at the AGS make neutron detection in
coincidence with the (K~,7t~) tag difficult due to the low (few/100
hours) coincidence rates. This part of the experiment may be
possible with future improvements in the AGS beam Intensity.

S - -2 DIBARTONS

The only dibaryon that is predicted to be stable with respect
to strong decay is the S * -2 "H" dibaryon predicted by Jaffa In
1977. ** There have been no searches to date which have had the
required sensitivity to rule cut the existence of the !1 dibaryon.
Some of the properties of the K are spin and isospin C, strange-
ness 0, Q quark structure in relative S state, and the quarks of
two lambdas.

The H dibaryon was characterized by Jaffe using the MIT bag
model. Although considerable fluctuations in the predicted mass
of the H have occurred using improved bag model calculations, the
various corrections have tended to cancel each other. For example
coupling to open channels relaxes the requirement for a spherical
bag and decreases the H mass by 100-200 MeV while adding the
proper treatment of center of mass notion tends to Increase the
mass by about 100 MeV. Other models such as the Skyrme or lattice
gauge also predict the existence of the H particle.

Jaffe predicted the H mass to lie about 80 MeV/c2 below the
AA mass. He, however, pointed out that the uncertainty in the
parameters of his bag model would allow the H mass to lie anywhere
between the AA mass and the AN mass. Furthermore, although less
probable, his model does not rule out an H mass that lies between
the EX and NN masses. Since Jaffe's original article, careful
theoretical estimates have expanded the most favored region to
extend from about 40 MeV/c below the NA mass to about 20 MeV/c2

above the AA mass.

There is currently a conditionally approved experiment6

(contingent upon the construction of a. new beaallne) designed to
search for the H dibaryon using the two step process:

K~ + p + S~ + K + then S~ + d * n + H



The essential features of the experiment are:

1. The (K~,K+) reaction on a liquid hydrogen target is used to
create a ~ beam.

2. The S~ energy 1B degraded with tungsten slabs and is brought
to rest in a liquid deuterium target.

3. The 3~ d atoms formed will collapse onto an K particle plus a
raonoenergetic neutron some fraction of the tine.

4. The raonoenergetic neutron is detected and represents the
"signal" for H formation.

The principle disadvantage of this process is that the
branching ratio for the S~ d atom to form an H particle decreases
rapidly with decreasing H mass. The sensitivity of the experiment
does however extend from about 20 MeV above the AA threshold to
about 100 HeV/c below the M threshold. About one half of
Jaffe's most favored region will be covered by this experiment.

The H particle can be produced in a single step using the
reaction:

3He(K-,K+)nH

i in detail
essential features of this reaclon are:
This reaction was discussed in detail by Aerts and Dover. The

1. The (K~,K+) reaction is used on a 3He target to produce the H
and a spectator neutron in a single step.

2. The (K~,K+) momentum difference spectrum provides the infor-
mation necessary to identify the H Particle, even without
detection of the spectator neutron.

The production mechanism for this reaction is illustrated in
Fig. 2 below. The reaction cross section is predicted to increase

Fig. 2. Schematic of the reaction leading to H formation with the
3He(K",K+)nH reaction.
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Fig. 3. Predicted dibaryon signal (nil) and 3 background sources.

with decreasing H mass (opposite to the 3" atom case). However,
due to s~ quaslelastic background the sensitivity of this approach
does not extend above the AA threshold.

The predicted7 3He (K~,K+)nH momentum difference signature
for nH production is shown in Fig. 3. The nil signal will appear
with about a 30 HeV/c width (FWHM). The sharp peaking of the mH
momentum difference spectrum is due to the dynamics of the (K~,K+)
reaction. The relative momentum between the 3" and the proton
(see Fig. 2) must be small in order for the H to be formed. The
maximum K*" momentum and hence smallest momentum transfer to the £~
will be preferred. Also shown in the figure are three of the
background sources which must be contended with. The quaslelastic
2~ production background presents a barrier to the observation of
dibaryon masses above the AA threshold.

Background reactions that are not sufficiently suppressed
could appear to simulate a dibaryon signal. The background reac-
tions will, however, be measured with separate triggers. The
.shape and positions of the sources will then be well characterized
and any "leak through" will be easily identified. It should be
noted that the 30 MeV/c expected width of the n!! peak will be
about a factor of 2 more narrow than the width of any of the back-
ground processes. Cood momentum resolution will be necessary to
properly characterize the shape of the various spectra.

Two H particle searches using a He target have been proposed
at the AGS. One by the proponents of the ~d atom experiment8

(Proposal 836), and one by the S m -1 dibaryon collaboration.9

Proposal 836 would use the low resolution large solid angle dipole
proposed for the S~ atom H search as the K* spectrometer while
Proposal 830 would use the present medium resolution hypernuclear
spectrometer reconfigured to handle the higher momentum required.



Fig. 4. Proposed 1-2 GeV/c kaon beam line for the ACS as It would
be configured if located at the "A" target station. At the end of
the beam line two different experimental setups are shown.

Both of these proposed experiments will be sensitive to If masses
from about the AA mass to below the M mass.

At the present tine there does not exist a bearallne with a
high enough momentum and sufficient Intensity to complete either
the 3" atom H search or the He H searches, the experiments will
require the construction of a new beatsline at the ACS optimized
for about a 1.8 GeV/c momentum. A 1-2 GeV/c kaon bean line has
been proposed and is shown in Fig. A located at the ACS "A"
target station. The 31 meter beamline incorporates third order
corrections in the quadrupoles and two ExB velocity selection
stages. The beamline promises to deliver above 106 K~ per AG5
beam spill with a beam purity approaching 1:1. Shown at the end
of the beam line are two proposed H particle search experimental
setups. The beam right momentum dispersed side being for the H~
.atom experiment and on the beam left side Is a. reconfigured
version of our present Moby Dick hypernuclear spectrometer system
suitable for the He H particle search (Proposal 830) and 3 and A
hypernuclear studies.

CONCLUSIONS

The present S « -1 dibaryon search using the H{K~,it~) reac-
tion in an attempt to identify the Dt dibaryon will be comple-
mented by use of the He(K",n+) reaction to search for the Ds

dibaryon state. The meaningful search for a S » -2 H dibaryon at
the AGS will depend upon the construction of a new 1,8 CeV/c kaon
beam line. The two proposed methods of producing the H dibaryon



(using either a atoms or a He target) are complementary in their
regions of sensitivity and together promise to provide a clear
answer to the question of existence of the H in the mass range
from 20 MeV/c2 above the AA mass to below the NN mass.
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